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REVISING POLICY and procedure: Where do the title ix regulations 

fit in the realm of behaviors that institutions manage? 

 

 

Behavior that schools must address 

Behavior related to employment and education. 

Behavior that violates an institution’s goals of 1) providing safe learning and working environment, and 2) 

developing students and teaching them skills for engaged, civil, and productive citizenry. This is broad. It 

includes harassment, discrimination, violence, plagiarism, theft, lying, etc. 

State and federal law prohibitions against discrimination are included in behavior schools seek to address. 

Title IX prohibitions are a subset of these behaviors. The definitions in the regulations do not cover some forms 

of sex/gender-based discrimination and harassment.  
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Revising policy and procedure 

 

When evaluating policies and procedures, keep in mind: 

• Other obligations such as vendor and union contracts that may be impacted by changes. Make sure the 

institution makes changes in line with other requirements. However, legal compliance is the paramount 

concern. 

• Other policies maintained by the school. Sometimes programs and divisions have created their own 

policies and procedures. These may not be in line with either the institution’s policy or the legal 

requirements. This is a good time to audit ALL policies throughout your institution. Legal issues arise 

where policies are inconsistent. 

POLICY: 

Remember: Under new Title IX regulations, schools MUST dismiss, as Title IX violations, allegations that do not 

meet the Title IX regulations’ definitions of prohibited behavior. However, schools may address the alleged 

behavior under other policies. Schools should design policies and processes that ensure these types of allegations 

do not fall through the cracks. Policies should include a mechanism to have these types of allegations be 

transferred to the appropriate office under the appropriate policy and procedure. 

In addition, policies and procedures should have mechanisms to address cases that involve allegations of 

discrimination/harassment based on other categories of prohibited discrimination (age, race, national origin, 

religion, disability). Schools that have different policies and procedures based on category of harassment will 

need to include language that addresses how cases involving intersectionality will be handled. 

Policy Options: 

• One policy for all forms of discrimination and harassment? What does this look like? 

• Two policies: a) gender/sex policy (that includes Title IX definitions) & a policy for all other forms of 

discrimination and harassment, or b) a Title IX policy & a policy for all other forms of discrimination and 

harassment, including gender/sex? 

• Three policies: a) gender/sex policy, b) Title IX policy, and c) a policy for all other forms of discrimination 

and harassment? 

• Different policies based on status (ie, faculty policy, student policy, employee policy)? 

Procedure: 

Keep in mind the needs of your institution and how it is staffed. What procedures work best for your school? 

Title IX regulations mandate certain procedures, and schools should decide not only what procedures to use, but 

also, where procedures may overlap and contradict each other. 

• One procedure that follows the Title IX requirements, regardless of category of allegation? 

• Two or more procedures? One procedure for Title IX matters and one or more for one or more other 

policies?  
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